
TRADITIONAL COMPOUND DESCRIPTIONS: SUREBLEND COMPOUND DESCRIPTIONS:
Tap Water – May leave water stains from spray.

Nonylphenol ethoxylates – a nonionic surfactant that is used 
to provide wetting and detergency. However, it is derived from a 
petroleum-based product. It has a suspected harmful biodegradable 
intermediate.

Zinc Ricinoleate – a highly effective deodorant/malodor absorber.
Trace amount of zinc may cause problems with toxicity of sewage 
effluent and meeting discharge permit requirement.

Propellants – Often are VOCs that contribute significantly to the 
formation of ground level ozone, a primary component of smog and 
a proven public health concern.

USP DI Water – Purified water leaves no water stain.

Linear Alcohol Ethoxylate*  - listed as Positive Environmental Profile 
surfactant on EPA design for the Environment Formulator Initiative. 
A non-ionic surfactant made from linear primary alcohol that 
biodegrades readily to compounds with low toxicity.

Metazene Odor Counteractant – a patented, metal-free, odor 
counteractant that binds and captures odor molecules. It has a unique 
ability to “capture” malodor molecules and hold them hostage.

1313Smoke & Odor

Eliminator
Description:
A powerful concentrated smoke and odor eliminator that destroys malodors without masking them. Waterbased and formulated with 
the most advanced molecular technology that attaches to all malodor molecules and chemically neutralizes them permanently, leaving 
only a pleasant fragrance without a lingering smell. This product is ideal for eliminating complex odors such as smoke, pet, rancid or 
stale food, and mildew odor. 
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ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE COMPARISON

TRADITIONAL PRODUCTS SUREBLEND

Tap Water None

Nonylphenol ethoxylates None

Zinc Ricinoleate None

Propellants None

USP DI Water

Linear Alcohol Ethoxylate*

Ordenone Deodorizer Concentrate     

VOC < 18% VOC < 2%  (88% VOC Reduction)

SPECIFICATIONS

Color: Slightly hazy 

Odor: Floral

pH(Conc): 6.5- 7.5

pH(RTU): 7.0

Fixed Dilution: 1:32

Ounces per Gallon: 4.0

Gallon yeild/bottle: 21

Viscosity: Water thin

Foam: None

Propellants: None

Phosphate: None

Solubility: Complete with water

Flash Point: None

Biodegradability: Complete

Storage/Stability: 1 year

Weight Per Gallon: 8.37 lbs./gal.

Freeze/Thaw Stability: Keep from freezing
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Renown Image Logo

Renown Image Logo
Use the full-color logo on all applications except  

black and white or single color printing.

Renown Image Logo Variations
Use one of the following variations when the primary logo 

cannot be printed in color.

Black Version White/Reverse Version

Full-Color Version

Several logo variations are available for use. These logos should be used on all 

communications and should always appear in a prominent location. Neither the logos nor 

any of their elements should be rebuilt, recreated or altered in any way. A full logo suite in 

various file formats (CMYK/Print, RGB/Web, Black and White) is available for your use.
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Control


